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ever-changing
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Clinical pharmacy practice that promote safe,

and knowledge of the patients to make
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The practice of pharmacy has changed

Clinical pharmacy practice is the patient

dramatically over the past 20 years. Clinical

focused care works closely with

pharmacist must make therapeutic judgments

multidisciplinary health care team. Clinical

to recognize ourselves knowledge, skill and

Pharmacist’ knowledge in anatomy and

judgment necessary to function effectively in

physiology, pathophysiology,

the clinical environment. The landscape of

pharmacotherapy and acquired skills of

health-care has evolved radically during

communication, critical evaluation of research

1960’s, much of it opened by remarkable

findings, applying technology through clinical

advancements in drug discovery and clinical

pharmacy activities such as providing drug

therapeutics. Despite these changes, the

information, patient counseling, identifying,

founding principle for patient-centric, care

resolving drug related problems by means of

based approach to learning remains integral to

identifying drug interactions, selection of

the clinical pharmacists. Pharmacists integrate

drugs, monitoring parameters of drugs in turn

and apply therapeutic principles, guidelines,

optimize therapeutic outcomes with the aim of

rational concept and ethics in the contest of

achieving improved quality of life of patients.

specific clinical situations.

The patient outcomes depend upon correct

Knowledge in therapeutics is progressing

diagnosis. In this process of rationality to drug

rapidly, changes in dose regimens and

use and its effects depends upon clinical

different indications are frequent, safety
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issues emerges with established drugs and
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Everyday study was published, adding to or
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